Chief source of income for the black market speculator is the black market at reduced prices. We said that they should pay in more currency or else. He cannot have his bully's tattler way. He is very unfortunate. The roarer will not be shot. We will be a trial."

Cattle no longer a prized possession.

Caspian - Turkmenistan One million at least had died. They had died of hunger. The kids had died. No hope.

They will probably all die. No more nomads.

Collectivisation - tried to tie them to the soil.

In cotton farming, even it's better. Natural feed.

I tensty think hatred immense. But the people are too weak. Disease spreads. Bread 20.

matsa jale - Tashkent.
I am afraid that they may arrest me for sabotage.

Horrible. Icardia in Central Asia.
(3) Quarterly
Only begun to introduce light motors - U. - The Nijni (Gorki) factory 10,000 in 1933 plan will be produced.
1932 - now produced

(2) Used in all factories - for factories, motor steel skeleton - all automobiles -
Novo, Kraskov, Cheboksary, Nizhniy

(1) Difficult to answer
9: Ye we have developed new resource — Russia, Siberia. No statistics yet on product of nickel. A few thousand tons. One smaller new factory in the Ural. One factory is built.

Debria

One will start looking things. The French build the one in the Urals. We have one in the Urals, too. Some in W. Kazakhstan. Wipple, like gold, has no material published on it. No exact figures published.
10. Platinum

No statistics about platinum like nickel or gold. Were published. Now price had.

Bread is dear.

Much more expensive. 4, 6, 8 rubles for 2 kilos black bread.

Muddle things around, my dear.

Amm [illegible] note to dear.
America workers

in train

Terrible hunger.
They took the parents
and we tried to
get out of America.
We sent the two boys
to the villages where they
had no bread for
6 months.

They are destroying
the machines at a
rapid rate.

The statistics
are all life: output
has decreased, not increased.

The young consumers
(Nephew) have all
the food and given
more work than
older skilled workers.

Many workers
disappeared for having
continued to refuse.

The specialists
are now learning what to
happen to the machines God
knows!

The workers are too
weak. All are longing for
work. Almost 100%
applied.

No response.

No one wants to work. No one
cares whether machines
are smashed or reflected.

In some factories "
to 50% have been diminished

New cars =

dresses charge
all time, whereas
people administered
a 
create a pass
of insecure illegality

On route from donkey
(Siberia) chuk
cost same as loaf
of bread (about 1/2 sh)
- 12 v.
Russia.

My father died.

Things.

*A Russian
hears a song
and has
1 pound (40 lbs)
or more a month
I.e. if he has meat,
khore milk etc.
If he gets nothing
else, he starves.
Goldsmith:

"Roses and lords may flourish, or may fade.
A breath can make them or a breath has made them.
But a bold peasantry, their country's pride,
When once destroyed, can never be supplied."

Ancient man had a silver spoon. He took it to Toppin's
and had ruddle bonds in exchange. But the price
was so high that they could not afford it. So he could buy.
He went to doctors and asked what he could buy.
Doctors said, "Well, all you can buy with that is the
an alliminium spoon."

Train arrived.

Preen from Christ. Naked man scream. What is the
"truth?" "Y J" from Rufin.
Well, we've come out of the game.